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1: The Alchemy Web Site
Adam McLean Researcher into the ancient art and science of Alchemy. The creator of the alchemy web site, Adam
McLean, is a well known authority on and enthusiast for alchemical texts and symbolism, the editor and publisher of over
40 books on alchemical and Hermetic ideas.

The liquid at the bottom of the retort enters into a dark Putrefaction, a complete blackening. It is essential that
the elements and forces undergo a complete digestion, a complete breaking down, in order that their essences
may emerge from potentiality into actuality. Out of this dark mass the whole process that is Alchemy has its
birth. This is known in other texts as the Nigredo stage. The bird here, of course, flies downwards, entering
into the darkness of the Putrefaction. When we move to the next stage, the Conception figure 14 , a profound
change has taken place. The dark mass at the bottom of the flask has lightened, and the seven-pointed star of
the planetary forces reveals itself again, but this time more alive, and vermilion in color. The bird flying
downwards has borne with it an essence, an impulse, from the spiritual realm, and this has been met by this
response from below, the appearance of the star of the planetary forces. At the next stage, the Conception is
Impregnated. The star rises to the surface and thus connects both the upper spiritual part of the vessel and the
lower substance. The bird flies upwards, the soul of the process also seeks union with the spirit. The
Impregnation figure 15 is the turning point of this phase, and indeed it marks the point in the whole process
where we are no longer dealing with mere material substances, but the seed of the spiritualization of substance
has here been sown, and from now on we will see, through the many following stages, just how this seed
grows, metamorphoses, and develops. There follows upon this a Generation stage figure 16 , where the bird
flying downwards seems to have brought with it a strength or force of nourishment which works in a living
way into the water at the bottom of the retort, and here the liquid becomes multicolored, manifesting the
various forces that are being woven into its substance. This group closes with a Fermentation stage figure The
bird here again flies downwards, but now the multicolored iridescence of the Generation seems to have moved
more inward. The liquid darkens to gray, and a rain of droplets falls within the lower part of the flask, and at
the bottom the figure of the Black Toad slowly forms. This Black Toad symbolizes the essence of the Earth
element. We have previously met the Green Lion of the watery, liquid nature, the Bird of the Air, and later we
shall see the Dragon-serpent of the Fire element. This group of five stages relate together as follows. In both
the birds fly downwards and in both a dark mass forms, but that darkness which in the Putrefaction is total and
undifferentiated, is later, in the Fermentation stage, somewhat differentiated into the living form of the Black
Toad. Out of this Toad the next stage of the work will unfold. The Conception and Generation also relate
together. In both, the birds fly downwards, and in the Conception the planetary star seems to rise to meet it,
while in the Generation stage an essence enters into the liquid mass at the bottom of the flask, stirring it into
life. The Impregnation stage ties these two dyads together, and forms this into an integrated group of five
stages. We find here something which seems to directly relate to the menstrual cycle in women, the
Putrefaction being the menstrual flow, the Conception being, in this sense, the release of the egg, the
ovulation. Impregnation corresponds to fertilization, or passing of the egg into the womb, Germination being
the development of the blastocyst, and Fermentation the embedding into the wall of the womb, or the
expulsion of the egg and the beginning of a new cycle. Thus the early alchemists had an intuitive grasp of this
process though its spiritual dimension, although the precise details of its material embodiment was not
identified until many centuries later, with the development of microscopy. The First Cycle of Separations and
Conjunctions The alchemical process has now reached a crucial stage. Something of the spiritual has been
connected to the material in the previous Impregnation phase, and this now lies at the bottom of the flask,
symbolized by the Black Toad. Out of the body of the Toad, the four elements, earth, Water, Air and Fire
appear figure 18 and go through a cycle of metamorphosis of Separations and Conjunctions. In the Separation
phase the bird flies upwards and in turn the elements separate and rise upwards in the flask. The Conjunction
phase is marked by the return of the bird downwards, and a corresponding re-integration of the elements. The
ten illustrations are thus broken down into five cycles of this process of Separation and Conjunction. We wish
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to look at the total picture of this process, and so, rather than examining the individual illustration in isolation,
we shall look at them as part of this integrated process. We can see this as a kind of spiritual breathing process,
the bird flying alternatively upwards and down again. The Separations are a kind of expiration, a breathing
out, in which the rigid interconnections of the elements are loosened. The Conjunction phase can be seen as an
inspiring or inbreathing; the bird returns downwards, and the elements are tied together into fixed relationships
again in the lower part of the vessel. Thus we have in figures , five cycles of this outbreathing-inbreathing.
However, they are not mere repetitions of each other, for profound changes occur in the four elements
throughout this cycle. These changes are shown in the retort in two ways - by a metamorphosis of the form of
the elements as depicted, and a metamorphosis of their colors. In order to grasp just what is occurring at this
point in the process, we must look at the Separation-Conjunction cycle as a totality. To begin, we must note
the first and the last illustration. Figure 18, the first Separation, shows the four elements being breathed out of
the Black Toad, formed during the previous Fermentation, while figure 27, the final Conjunction, shows the
four elements being re-absorbed into the Earth nature, in that they are all tinged with the grey of Earth. So we
have a cycle which involves an outpouring of the four elements, a metamorphosis of their relationships to one
another, and a final re-integration into the Earth. It is also important to note that this first cycle of
transformation of the elements does not involve elementary Earth, but only Fire, Air and Water. The earth
remains unchanged at the bottom of the flask in all the illustrations, and this is the essential difference between
the first and second cycle of Separations and Conjunctions figures in which the Earth element is itself
transformed. So we have a cycle of transformations of the Fire, Air and water, in which each of these receives,
through a series of transformations, the essence of the other elements, and this is indicated by a
metamorphosis of forms: At the beginning of these cycles of changes, the elements stand in their normal
relationship to one another, that is in the order of their densities - Earth, the densest, at the bottom of the flask,
then Water, Air and Fire, the most subtle, at the top. The true work of metamorphosis occurs during the central
three groups of Separations and Conjunctions, , , The two outer cycles involve, in , the outpouring of the
elements and their arrangement into their normal relationship Conjunction 19 , and in , the re-integration of
the elements into the Earth element Conjunction So we shall now look at the total picture, focussing upon the
central three cycles of transformation. We have the following metamorphosis of form. The two elements
remaining in the upper part of the flask during the Separation phase are free to metamorphose into each other,
and during the following Conjunction, this new interrelationship passes into a more rigid and fixed form in the
bottom part of the retort, where all four elements come together again. The four elements initially figure 19
bear their own special color, but their various transformations into one another as the cycle progresses are
indicated by a change of colour. Thus in figure 21, the Water which has been changed into Air, bears the Air
color Blue , and the Air transformed into Water has taken on the Water color Green. Thus we have a cycle of
color metamorphosis paralleling the changes in the forms of the elements. At the end of this process each of
the three non-Earth elements, Water, Air and Fire, has undergone a cycle of transformation into the others, and
thus now bears within its being the essence of the other three elements. At the conclusion in the Conjunction
figure 27 , the elements stand in the following relationship: In this part of the commentary, I have only
touched upon a few facets of this cycle, in order not to complicate the picture unduly, however, much more
can be extracted from analyzing and synthesizing the transformations through the Separations and
Conjunctions. The color and form metamorphoses can be followed in greater detail, using this and other
interpretative ideas, and the reader should try to work with these in meditative exercises. The Ortus Phase 29
Fermentation 30 Purgation The next phase of the whole process we will name after the first figure, number 28,
the Ortus or rising. The first cycle of Separations and Conjunctions, which involved the transformation of the
upper elements Water, Air and Fire, into one another, ended with a final absorption into the Earth element,
with then all assuming a grey colour. In the Ortus stage figure 28 this grey mass containing the inward
digestion of the elements, lies at the bottom of the flask, and out of this rises the seven pointed star, which had
disappeared during the last phase of the process. Now the sevenfold archetype of the planetary forces in the
alchemical process must undergo a kind of Separation and Conjunction. The star bears within it the Solar and
Lunar archetypes. The next illustration figure 29 is a Fermentation in which the star of the planetary forces
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again joins with the elements at the bottom of the flask and begins to unite its essence with that of the
elementary forces, which process is shown approaching a completion through the following Purgation figure
The alchemists saw that at the beginning of a new life, there always stood a death process, and so we have
here a nigredo or blackness out of which the new forces would emerge, transformed and re-integrated
together. This descent into the blackness of Purgation is essential if the process is to continue and evolve to a
higher stage. The Second Cycle of Separations and Conjunctions Now that the process has run the course of
the Ortus, and the sevenfold planetary forces have been integrated with the forces of the four elements, a new
cycle of Separations and Conjunctions takes place, which this time involves the transformation of the four
elements, including the Earth, one into another. Once again we shall look at this process of metamorphosis as
a totality. In the Separation phases we find two elements left at the bottom of the flask, while the remaining
two are found in the circular forms at the top of the retort. The Conjunction phase finds, as before, the four
elements fixed at the bottom of the flask. The bird flies upwards during the Separations and downwards during
the Conjunctions, as in the previous cycle. We have here in figures three iterations of the
expiration-inspiration, during which the elements, and in particular the Earth, receive the essence of the others.
We have thus the following metamorphosis of form: On the figure illustrating each of the three Separation
phases the following descriptions of the transformations are found: The pattern of the first stage is reversed in
direction in the last phase, while the central transformation is a hybrid or crossing over of both of these
patterns of change. We are reminded of the cyclic relationships among the elements in the Chinese system.
The spiritual has been brought into incarnation, fixed in the earth realm, and the earthly has been spiritualized.
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2: Adam McLean - Wikipedia
This site is organised by Adam McLean, the well known authority on alchemical texts and symbolism, author and
publisher of over 50 books on alchemical and Hermetic ideas. Alchemy is a complex subject with many different
interconnected aspects.

Career[ edit ] McLean developed an interest in alchemy in his youth which has continued throughout his life.
Aside from his prolific writing and publishing efforts, McLean has contributed to the study of alchemy
through the collecting, cataloguing and archiving of alchemical texts; the creation of alchemical art and study
courses; and the establishment of web resources that bridge the interests of scholars and esotericists. The
Magical Calendar No. The Crowning of Nature No. The Rosicrucian Emblems of Cramer No. Hermetic
Garden of Stolcius No. The Rosary of the Philosophers No. Amphitheatre Engravings of Khunrath No.
Splendor solis No. The Key of Boehme No. The Revelation of Revelations No. Commentary on the Mutus
liber No. Steganographia of Trithemius No. Fludd - Origin and Structure of Cosmos No. Treatise on Angel
Magic No. The Paradoxical Emblems of Freher No. Heptarchia Mystica of John Dee No. Commentary on
Chymical Wedding No. Alchemical Engravings of Mylius No. Dee - Five books of Mystical Exercises No.
The Dream of Poliphilus No. Atalanta fugiens No. Kabbalistic Diagrams No. Divine Numbers and Divine
Harmony No. Intellectual Cantilenae - Michael Maier No. Three Dreams on the Transmutation of Metals No.
The Three Tables of D. The Viatorium of Michael Maier No. The Pneumo-Cosmic manuscript No. The Three
Tables of Man No. The Book of Distillation No. Seven Keys of Honoratus Marinier No. The Solidonius
Manuscript No. The Preparation of Potable Gold No. The Allegory of Palombara No. Aurora Consurgens No.
Triangular Magical manuscript No. Scala philosophorum No. Thesaurus Mundi No. Cambriel - Lessons No.
Great Book of Nature No. A Philosophical Discourse No. The Marrow of Alchemy No. Gualdi Philosophia
Hermetica No. Generation and Operation No. The Virga Aurea No. The Practice of the Green Lion No. The
Book of Abraham the Jew
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3: A Treatise on Angel Magic: Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks - Google Books
This site is organised by Adam McLean, the well known authority on alchemical texts and symbolism, author and
publisher of over 80 books on alchemical and Hermetic ideas. Alchemy is a complex subject with many different
interconnected aspects.

Jung, Burckhart, or McLean? Actually, I was so intrigued when she told me about it that I asked to be invited,
but I guess it comes to the same thing. After reading through pages of posts and fascinating links on my first
trip there, I made the following post. Until then, here are my notes to the alchemical mavens and wanna-be
alchemists at the Leaky Lounge: My name is John Granger. No doubt readers here will be disappointed if they
have high expectations about my contributions. Because many of the people posting on these threads are new
to alchemy as a subject unto itself and to thinking about how Ms. Rowling is using alchemic symbols and
formula in the Harry Potter novels, I would note two things as a starter. First, there are three schools of
thought about alchemy itself and what it means: To take a Jungian trip through the Harry Potter novels, Dr.
Shakespeare and the Metaphysical Poets are overloaded with alchemical images because of the prevalence of
Hermeticism in the English Renaissance. When looking at the three approaches to historical alchemy that are
prevalent, how do we decide which is the most likely one Ms. I suppose, in all honesty, that we are most likely
to choose the one that is 1 most accessible and 2 closest to our own understanding of the world. However
jarring and challenging the ideas of the Traditionalists almost all of them Sufis , their perspective is one I
admire very much and have struggled with little success to aquire myself. Beyond these personal facts shaping
my preference that I share in the spirit of full disclosure, I think there are several reasons for believing that Ms.
Rowling has used Burckhardt as a source more than Jung or McLean in the alchemical artistry of her
wonderful books. The first is that the use of alchemy in the English literary tradition is about personal
transformation that is less about the soul and self-understanding than about the spirit and human perfection.
The tradition is spiritual, religious if that term does not appal you, and neither Jung nor McLean speak to this
ultimate end of the Great Work. Alchemy has a transcendent goal that great English writers have tapped into
for their edifying purposes in writing. Each seems, to my cursory reading, to take a contrary stance to this
position and to neglect the literary usage element entirely. Rowling is writing within this tradition rather than
departing from it to write a strictly psychological or didactically alchemical series. All of that is explained in
Unlocking Harry Potter: Five Keys for the Serious Reader. Her use of Elizabethan era alchemy to advance her
postmodern themes is, I think, one of the best parts of that book. But this thread is supposed to be about
alchemy in Phoenix. I think what I wrote in Looking for God in Harry Potter about Phoenix has become the
consensus view in Fandom conversations about alchemy in the books, namely, that this is Ms. In Phoenix,
Harry is reduced to prima materia as everything he understands about himself and the world is stripped from
him until all that is left is Harry and the prophecy. This is indeed a wonderful thread and place to learn why so
much of Fandom swears by the Leaky Lounge! As far as I know for sure, Adrianhrod is Ms. Rowling or Gail
Grynbaum wrote her Jungian interpretation of the first four books after interviewing Ms. Rowling secretly or
the author hates Burckhardt and only used so many things from his book because it jibed with her plot points.
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4: Alchemy: Jung, Burckhart, or McLean?
This Alchemy Website on www.enganchecubano.com is organized by Adam McLean, the well-known authority on
alchemical texts and symbolism, author and publisher of over 50 books on alchemical and Hermetic ideas.

Birmingham - Main Library ; RM Raven on skull image in alchemy From: Alchemy and Genesis From: This
draws a parallel between alchemical ideas and Genesis. Guttman being the most obvious and, of course, there
is all the Boehme material. I wonder if anyone has made a study of this link, or can help me draw up a little
list of such alchemical texts that attempt to parallel the alchemical process with that the Genesis picture.
Alchemy and Genesis Date: Fri, 7 Apr From: Stanislas Klossowski de Rola Date: Fri, 7 Apr There are indeed
countless texts that draw on the symbolical connections between Genesis and the Great Work. Every
Hermetick Philosopher worthy of his Salt has been taught by the Ancient Sages the literal truths contained in
Genesis. You have highlighted here one of the greatest wonders and sources of inspiration in Western
Alchemy whether overtly referred to or not. As there are so many references it is very hard to list all the texts
that refer to these parallels. Here are two random examples: Michael Maier refers to Genesis in the "Septimana
Philosophica" Frankfurt Johann Daniel Mylius does the same in his "Opus Medico-Chymicum" Frankfurt a
large folding plate from this work captioned by quotes from Genesis is reproduced alas reduced in format in
my Golden Game on page All the very best always, Stanislas Klossowski de Rola Subject: John Ledis [Ledes,
Ledys] Date: Sun, 9 Apr From: Sophie Page I wonder if anyone has come across a monk called John Ledis in
connection with the practices of alchemy - probably in the fifteenth century? I know of this name only through
a reference in Cambridge University Library Kk. Following some alchemical recipes on f. This monk may be
the same person as John Ledys [Ledes, Ledis], a monk at Canterbury Cathedral Priory in the fifteenth century
who left after some unnamed misdemeanour. My interest in this monk arises through my research into magic
texts and some alchemical texts at St. Mon, 10 Apr From: The dedication is to the Rosicrucians. Hoping this is
of some help, Michael Srigley Subject: The Jesuits and Alchemy From: Mon, 10 Apr Some weeks ago
someone asked for information about the esuits and Alchemy. Recently I found some articles while looking
for information about the relationships between the Spanish church and alchemy: Urszula Szulakowska and
Carl Jung From: In the present state of research hers are the most authoritative accounts of the origins of
alchemy illustrations in the late fourteenth century that I study. I know that Urszula Szulakowska uses the
same point of view when she analyzes alchemical illustrations but I have not read all her articles. Obrist
upholds an overtly anti-Jungian position with many arguments, so I ask: Tue, 11 Apr From: Sophie Page I
wonder if anyone in the Alchemy Academy could help me with a couple of slightly perhaps less obscure
questions than the last one I asked - the identification of the works in this entry: Liber Rasy de alkemia. The
two works above were compiled with sermons and a mystical work in a monastic manuscript.
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5: Emblem 45 From George Withers A Collection Of Emblems
Source: Adam McLean's Alchemy Website @ www.enganchecubano.com This commentary is not intended as a
complete or final statement on the Crowning of Nature. The work is too multi-dimensional to be completely grasped
through one system of ideas.

The Alchemy web site on Levity. The creator of the alchemy web site, Adam McLean, is a well known
authority on and enthusiast for alchemical texts and symbolism, the editor and publisher of over 40 books on
alchemical and Hermetic ideas. Based in the UK, he has been writing and researching alchemical and hermetic
literature for many years. Between and he edited the Hermetic Journal and during those years he also began
publishing the Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks , the important series of twenty seven editions of key
source texts of the hermetic tradition. From through he was supported by the Bibliotheca Philosophica
Hermetica to undertake research into hermetic texts. This enabled him to devote much of his time to research
and projects making alchemical ideas available to people. In , when the internet became more widely
available, he began to construct the alchemy web site in order to make alchemical ideas more accessible to the
wider community. It is now recognised as the most important internet resource on alchemy. McLean has a
broad interest in all facets of alchemy and tries to reflect all these in constructing the website. In a way he acts
as a bridge between the scholarly community interested in alchemy and those with a more esoteric and
spiritual perspective. He takes the view that alchemy can best be appreciated and understood by reading the
original texts and contemplating its elaborate symbolism, rather than by pointless and empty theoretical
speculation. Thus the website provides, for the first time, easy access to many alchemical texts as well as an
extensive library of alchemical emblems and symbolism. In parallel with this he has published a number of
books 42 as of October which document alchemical and hermetic ideas. McLean is a great researcher and has
often discovered, buried in libraries and specialist collections, important texts, both in printed books and
manuscripts, which have been neglected. Some of these he has transcribed and published in the Magnum Opus
Hermetic Sourceworks and other related series which are sold through the alchemy web bookshop. An
important part of his work is to attempt an analysis of and commentary on the ideas and symbolism of key
hermetic works. In he began to produce a series of in-depth study courses on the interpretation of alchemical
symbolism. He is especially drawn to the rich vein of allegorical and symbolic material in the alchemical
tradition. To make these more accessible to the modern eye he has produced coloured versions of key
woodcuts and engraved alchemical emblems. He has also made some facsimile paintings oil on canvas of
alchemical pictures. He is always willing to correspond on alchemical matters, and for practical reasons
prefers to communicate by e-mail through adam alchemywebsite. He is always interested in hearing of
obscure works on alchemy that may have escaped his notice, or of special collections of such material not
readily available. Any assistance or suggestions for research into alchemy would be much appreciated. He
would welcome any help with preparing English translations of key works from Latin, French or German
source material. He is always aware that so much more needs to be done to make alchemical ideas available.
The alchemical tradition holds a treasure of great significance and inportance to us and there is much to be yet
discovered through diligent research and exploration of alchemical source material. Adam McLean really
needs assistance to work further with this task - especially funding for research or sponsorship and subsidy of
publications.
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6: The Soul's Alchemy - Home
The Alchemy web site on Levity. com The Birds in Alchemy by Adam McLean This article written in was first published in
the Hermetic Journal No. 5.

The need for a vessel begins the alchemical stage called separatio. The alchemical vessel is a space that
performs the function of transformation. It is both an imaginal space and a physical space. What is in the earth
composes the animaterial vessel, whether it be glass, metal, stone, or body. As there can be no light without
darkness, so there can be no conjunction without separation. The separated substance has form, even though it
may be the same substance. According to alchemist, Adam McLean, all alchemical vessels can be reduced to
three basic archetypal forms: A crucible is some sort of an open container, such as a cauldron or mortar. A
substance is usually heated in the crucible to draw off any impurities. For example, an ore may be heated to
purify it, thus revealing the pure metal therein. This is an act of purification and revelation. It is revelation
because it reveals that which was hidden. It is not always heat that is used in the process. Sometimes various
acids can be used to dissipate unwanted gases. Sometimes, the goal may be the crystallization or precipitation
of solids from liquids. Primarily, this is an open process, where air plays a major role. McLean comments on
the inner aspects of this type of vessel: When we internalize the crucible in our souls we picture a vessel
within our being which is open, allowing impurities or unwanted facets of the work to pass out or to dissipate
away, as well as substances and forces to enter in from the universal spiritual. In this sense the crucible in our
souls is a chalice, the lower part of which contains and holds a substance or constellation of forces while its
upper part is open to universal spiritual influences. Unwanted energies can be allowed to safely flow out of our
crucible and dissolve in the universal flow, and in the other direction energies can be gathered from the
spiritual and allowed to descend to the bottom of our interior vessel McLean. Keep in mind as we progress
that to the alchemist, the Four Elements, air, water, earth, and fire, are vastly important. In this case, air
contributes to the Great Work as spirit. One should not assume that the alchemical processes on a symbolic
level pertain only to the interiority of a person. The interiority of a garden, for example, most definitely
exhibits alchemical processes that bring forth the fruit of the earth. Another good example is how the beauty of
mountains are formed over millions of years of underground tectonic shifts. This is alchemy, as well, on a
macroscopic scale. As above, so below. The second type of vessel that McLean discusses is the retort. The
retort is a sealed container, such as a glass flask. Glass is made from earth and fire. It must be made thick and
strong to prevent the inner processes from shattering it. It is transparent so that the alchemist can view the
opus. The energies are sealed away so as to provide a state of isolation from outside influences. This place of
isolation within the retort is an imaginal space where the naturals laws of the universe can be carried out
unimpeded. The qualities of the glass retort can be compared to the psyche: The psyche too is invisible; we
grasp it only in reflection or we identify it with its contents â€” this dream, that feeling or memory. Psyche
appears to be only what it contains. Glass, like psyche, is the medium by which we see into, see through. The
illusion of glass makes content and container seem to be the same, and because we see the content before we
recognize that it is held by glass, we do not at first see its shape, its density, its flaws since our focus is fixed
on the contents. Glass as subtle body requires a subtlety of noticing. The sophistication of the material needs
sophistication of insight Hillman Finally, the third type of alchemical vessel is the still. We are most familiar
with the still through its use in the distilling of alcoholic beverages, such as gin and whiskey. The use of stills
can be traced back to Greek alchemists of the first century C. Basically, the distillation process consists of
separating mixtures by boiling. For instance, in the distilling of water, impurities are removed so that the final
product can be used for medical uses, or where pure water is a necessity. It is not a chemical reaction, but a
physical process of separation. This is yet another method used in the separatio. There are qualities within us
and within the earth that must be wrested free from impurities in order to bring forth the hidden creative
potential in us. I leave you with this passage from Dr. Distillation brings the creative out of us. It encourages
all that we are to manifest in balanced and serenely powerful ways. Works Cited Hillman, James. Uniform
Edition of the Writings of James Hillman. Alchemical Psychology, Kindle edition. The Alchemical Vessel as
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Symbol of the Soul. The Garbage of our Lives. The Alchemy in Spiritual Progress:
7: Alchemy: The Vessel â€“ Soul Spelunker
Writings about Alchemy by Adam McLean. Adam McLean Adam McLean - alchemy@www.enganchecubano.com I have
been writing and researching alchemical and hermetic literature for many years and between and edited the Hermetic
Journal.

8: Adam McLean: Commentary on The Crowning of Nature (Alchemy)
McLean, a publisher and artist, has divided the Alchemy website and virtual library into "over sections, providing tens of
thousands of pages of text, over images, over complete alchemical texts, extensive bibliographical material," and much
more.

9: Crowning of Nature Animation - www.enganchecubano.com
Thus the bird symbols, in alchemy, reflect the inner experiences of soul alchemy, the soaring of the soul free from the
earth bound body and the physical senses. The soul, in the meditations of soul alchemy, touches upon the spiritual
world, and brings something of this back into the outer life again.
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